
Fantasy Alive Rulebook v12.1 Rule Change Document

FORMAT OF RULES CHANGES – Rulebook Section: Specific
Skill/Section – Change

Suggested Rule
Submission received to add to the Fantasy Alive Rulebook.

Rule Team Thoughts
A brief description of the thoughts on the submission, use within the game, balance of the addition and any other
pertinent information that allowed the Rules Team to decide what to do with the submission.

Decision
Updated section of the rulebook.

Action to Players
Changes to characters required due to the rule change. Actions written in red are significant changes to players.
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New Additions

1.Skills: Knight’s Grip

Previous Rule
Bastard Weapons were previously classed as exotic Weapons.

Suggested Rule
Class Bastard weapons as a two handed weapon and add a skill for wielding them in one hand

Rule Team Thoughts
Exotic weapons rule was meant to account for weapons that don’t fit within the normal framework of the
weapon skills currently offered.  Outside of being able to be wielded with one hand at a 1 damage penalty,
Bastard weapons are identical mechanically to 2 handed weapons.  Moving Bastard weapons into their 2 handed
counterparts category will allow easier training options between players while still maintaining their function
via the knights grip skill which will allow the use of Bastard weapons in a single hand for the same damage
penalty

Decision
Addition of new skill:

Skill: Knight’s Grip
Cost: 3 SP
Pre-Req: Weapon skill
Description: With a firm grip, a trained warrior can wield longer weapons in a single hand.  This skill allows the
use of bastard length weapons in a single hand, also reducing the base damage of the weapon by one while
doing so.
Tutor: x2

Action to Players
Players with Exotic weapon[Bastard] will be given the relevant weapon skill and Knight’s grip to replace it

2.Skills: Physician - Cure Disable Limb, Cure Physical Blindness, Cure
Physical Mute

Previous Rule
None

Suggested Rule
Physician skills to cure the non magical effects delivered by physical skills

Rule Team Thoughts
Physicians noticeably lag behind magical healing power in the game.  Adding these abilities felt thematically
appropriate for the trade and hope to serve to close the gap between magical and physical healing.
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Decision
Addition of skills to physician tree:

Skill: Cure Disable Limb
Physician Level: 5
Description: A gentle massage done right does wonders for a numb limb.  This skill allows the physician to cure
the disabled limb effect with a quick 5 count.

Skill: Cure Physical Blind
Physician Level: 7
Description: a blind warrior is a useless warrior.  A skilled physician with this skill can cure the physical
blindness effect with a 5 count attending to the patient.

Skill: Cure Physical Mute
Physician Level: 9
Description: A scratchy rough throat makes it hard for a caster to vocalize their spells, getting struck in the
throat being even worse.  A skilled physician knows just the cure for such things.  With this skill the Physician
can do a 5 count to remove the physical mute effect on a patient.

Action to Players
Physicians of relevant levels now have access to these abilities

3.Other Effects: Surprise

Previous Rule
None

Suggested Rule
Add surprise call to skills that can only be defended with certain abilities like master dodge or magic vestment

Rule Team Thoughts
This would help the game to be more friendly to newer players by having a clear call to define what defenses
can and can’t be used on a skill, specifically on the skills assassinate and waylay

Decision
Addition of new call:

Surprise: This type of attack is considered to have caught the defender unaware. Certain skills such as Waylay
and Assassinate are considered to be Surprise Attacks, meaning that defensive skills requiring awareness of the
attack are ineffective. The only defenses that will work against Surprise Attacks are Master Dodge, or Magical
Vestment.

Action to Players
Players with the assassinate skill and waylay skill will have the surprise call added to the start of their skill call
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Change to Rulebook
1.The Basics: Excessive Contact

Previous Rule
The entire body is a legal target with the exceptions of: HEAD, NECK / THROAT and GROIN.
Deflected shots do not count in any circumstance (because they would no longer have enough force to
injure in real combat). There are rules in Fantasy Alive as to how far you may bring back your weapon
for a swing.

Rule Change Idea
Add Hands to the list of illegal targets

Full New Rule
The entire body is a legal target with the exceptions of: HEAD, NECK / THROAT, HANDS and
GROIN. Deflected shots do not count in any circumstance (because they would no longer have enough
force to injure in real combat). There are rules in Fantasy Alive as to how far you may bring back your
weapon for a swing.

Action to Players
None required.

2.Thresholds

Previous Rule
Many types of armour and some skills grant a “threshold.” This threshold dictates what blows are able to
penetrate the armour. Damage equal to or below an armour’s threshold is completely ignored, however if it
goes over even by 1 point the entire damage is removed from AP as normal.

For example, if you were wearing scale mail (threshold of 3 and 15 armour points) and 2 men wielding daggers
(calling 1 Steel) and an ogre swinging a great mace (calling 4 Steel) beset you, the daggers would be unable to
penetrate your armour and would cause no damage, while the mace would penetrate the threshold causing 4
points of damage per blow.

A threshold will stop only physical damage (weapon, claws, arrows, etc.), except for damage with the effect
Body. A Threshold will not protect against any Spell or Alchemical damage.

Note: You do not have to remove an armour point after a battle where no blows penetrated your threshold.

Rule Change Idea
Change thresholds so that they minimize damage instead of negating them outright
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Rule Team Thoughts
Looking to reduce the invincible feeling of thresholds and their ability to completely trivialize some encounters.
thresholds minimizing achieves that by instead just drastically reducing the damage taken.  Thresholds have
been adjusted accordingly as a threshold of 1 is no longer viable.

Full New Rule
Many types of armour and some skills grant a “threshold.” This threshold dictates what blows are able to
penetrate the armour. Damage equal to or below an armour’s threshold is minimized to 1, however if it goes
over even by 1 point the entire damage is removed from AP as normal.

For example, if you were wearing studded leather (threshold of 3 and 7.5 armour points) and 2 men wielding
daggers (calling 2 Steel) and an ogre swinging a great mace (calling 4 Steel) beset you, the daggers would be
unable to penetrate your armour and would cause 1 damage, while the mace would penetrate the threshold
causing 4 points of damage per blow.

A threshold will stop only physical damage (weapon, claws, arrows, etc.), except for damage with the effect
Body. A Threshold will not protect against any Spell or Alchemical damage.

In addition all thresholds have been increased by 1 except for Leather skin and enchant armor as they buff other
thresholds

Action to Players
None

3.Social Classes: Beast and Slave Class Removed

Previous Rule
Beast: Classification as a beast is the one social status that an individual can do little to change. In times of war
or strife various races may have their rights removed, allowing them to be hunted and killed at will. The
monstrous races (see “Monstrous Races” section on page 17) are most susceptible to this classification.

Rule Change Idea
Remove the beast and slave social classes

Rule Team Thoughts
The rules team agreed that it was best to move the game away from rules that encourage problematic role
playing, such as racism and slavery.

Decision
All characters previously classified as Beasts of Slaves have been changed to Yeoman.

4.Races: Descriptions

Rule Change Idea
Updated descriptions for all races in the game to better reflect new lore.

Decision
all races lore have been updated with the help of the lore team as well as mandatory costuming requirements
have been added into the rule book for each one.
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Action to Players
Make sure costuming is meeting the new standards for their given race

5.Races: D’Shunn – Updated Stat Block

Previous Rule

D’shunn

● May not purchase Exceptional Strength
● Begin with the Florentine skill
● May purchase Magery and Ambidexterity at half cost
● Spiritual Endurances costs an additional 5 skill points
●May purchase the skill Channel Spell with Backstab or Weapon Mastery as the pre-requisites (along with 10

ME or SE) as well as the skill may be used with any weapon that the character has the skills Backstab or
Weapon Mastery in
● 2 resurrections
● 4 Life Points
●May purchase LP to a maximum of 10
● Begin with 10 skill points

Rule Team Thoughts
With the new Lore for the D’shuun, the old stat block was found lacking in its representation of the lore.
Working with the lore team a new set of stats has been made to better reflect that new lore.

Decision
●· Begin with 10 Skill Points (SP)
●·        Begin with 4 Life Points (LP)
●·        Begin with 2 Resurrections
●·        Immune to all magical Blindness effects, calling “No effect” (magery, clerical, and innate magic)
●·        May purchase LP to a maximum of 10 LP
●·        May purchase the Magery skill for half cost
●·        May purchase the Catalyst skill for 4 SP
●·        May purchase the Concentration skill for 4 SP
●·        May purchase the Channel Spell skill for 10SP (without any pre-requisites)
●·        Must pay an additional 5 SP for the Spiritual Endurance skill (15 SP total)
●·        Unable to purchase Exceptional Strength

Action to Players
D’Shunn characters will have to familiarize themselves with the new stats for their character.  any current
purchases of the discounted skills from these changes will have the relevant SP refunded. Any player with a
current D’Shunn character may choose to remort into a different race by contacting Logistics.
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6.Skills: Blindness - All Sources Changed to 5 Minutes Duration

Suggested Rule
Update all skills and spells that cause blindness to be 5 minutes instead of the varying durations they currently
have

Rule Team Thoughts
This change would reduce the need for the time length added to the different calls that cause blindness and bring
them inline with the 5 minute counts from the rest of the game.

Decision

Blinding Blow [Weapon Type]: The skilled warrior can disable his foe's senses through the use of a well-placed
strike. This skill is only useable when attacking an opponent from the front and the call for this skill is
"<Damage Type> Physical Blindness". The blindness lasts for 5 minutes or until a 1-minute count is spent
clearing the eyes. The skill is useable once per encounter per purchase.

Thunderstone: Very similar to Flash Powder, the Thunderstone reacts to sudden impact, maximizing the
chemical components to create a deafening clap of thunder. Anyone struck by it will be left temporarily stunned.
“Alchemical Stun” is called when the packet is thrown.

LvL Name Energy Incant Description Duration Category MEL Mix

4 Blindness 8 I cause
Blindness

This spell causes the target
to be struck blind for 5

minutes until cured

5 minutes Infliction 0 Potion

Action to Players
None required.

7.Skill: Garrote - Strength Call Added

Suggested Rule
Add an exceptional strength call to garrote so that players will know what is required to break the hold

Rule Team Thoughts
people had been using this call anyway so it was thought best to just officially add the call rather than remove
the strength defence option

Decision

Garrote: Garrote is a deadly skill often used by bounty hunters and assassins. When holding an approved
garrote (in one hand only; NEVER actually use or pretend to use the garrote) and standing behind your victim,
place both hands on the victim’s shoulders and begin a 30-count (“Exceptional Strength X <Damage Type>
Garrote 1, garrote 2, etc.”). During this time the victim becomes helpless, unable to move or speak. If the
30-second count goes uninterrupted the target then drops to 0 LP and is unconscious. Garrote is considered a
Surprise Attack and is useable at will. Note: wearing a gorget (neck protection), having at least 1 Exceptional
Strength greater than the attacker or a natural threshold (not due to armour or spell) can also cancel a Garrote
attack.
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Action to Players
None required.

8.Skill: Knockback - Reduced SP Cost

Rule Change Idea
Reduce the Sp cost of knockback to 4SP

Rule Team Thoughts
The skill does no damage and only serves to push something away from the user.  Being such a small
impediment to the target the rules team felt that reducing the cost was acceptable

Decision
Knockback now costs 4 SP

Action to Players
Players will have any build invested in the skill refunded according to the reduced cost

9.Skill: Return Blow - Functional Change

Previous Rule
Return Blow [Weapon Type]: Turnabout is fair play, or so the warriors with this skill say. Return Blow allows a
character to “reflect” a physical blow back at their enemy. When struck with a melee combat attack or skill such
as Sever or Vital Blow, a character with this skill can call “Return Blow” and the opponent who initially
attacked with that skill takes the effect instead. A Shatter will instead effect the weapon used to deliver the strike
while a Sever will affect the same limb the attacker struck on the target. A Return Blow can be defended against
with any normal defense that would stop it (Dodge, Parry, etc.), except Return Blow. Surprise attacks cannot be
Returned with this skill. This skill is usable once per encounter per purchase.

Rule Change Idea
Require Return blow to be swung instead of being an auto hit

Rule Team Thoughts
Return Blow is the only automatic hit skill in the game, forcing a defensive call be used with out having to take
any physical action does not appear anywhere else, so it was felt best to change the skill some some action has
to be taken by the user.

Decision

Return Blow [Weapon Type]: Turnabout is fair play, or so the warriors with this skill say. Return Blow allows a
character to “reflect” a physical blow back at their enemy. When struck with a melee combat attack or skill such
as Sever or Vital Blow, a character with this skill can call “Return -” followed by the call they were hit with
which much be used immediately after and swung against the opponent that made the original attack. A Return
Blow can be defended against with any normal defense that would stop it (Dodge, Parry, etc.), except Return
Blow. Surprise attacks cannot be Returned with this skill. This skill is usable once per encounter per purchase.

Action to Players
None
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10. Skill: Restore - Duration Reduced
Previous Rule
● Restore: The pinnacle of the surgeon’s art is to repair broken and severed limbs; arms and legs that have

been removed (by spell, combat or torture) can be mended and restored. This skill requires 2 bandages and
takes 15 minutes. In addition, the missing limb must be present and the wound must be less than 1 hour old.
After 1 hour only magical healing can restore lost limbs. No healing may restore a lost head.

Rule Change Idea
Reduce the required RP duration to 5 minutes

Rule Team Thoughts
15 minutes is a very long time to RP one action.  Players can still take longer to do their RP if they wish but it
will no longer be required

Decision

· Restore: The pinnacle of the surgeon’s art is to repair broken and severed limbs; arms and legs that have
been removed (by spell, combat, or torture) can be mended and restored. This skill requires 2 bandages
and takes 5 minutes. In addition, the missing limb must be present and the wound must be less than 1
hour old. After 1 hour only magical healing can restore lost limbs. No healing may restore a lost head.

Action to Players
None

11. Armor: Location Values Change

Previous Rule

Rump 0.5

Upper Back 1

Lower Back 1

Stomach 1

Chest 1

Rule Change Idea
Increase certain areas armor values to better reflect the importance of those areas and size

Rule Team Thoughts
Armor is already a difficult thing to come by both in game and out, thus it was felt that increasing the values of
the larger and more vital areas values would help incentivise getting real armor over magical armor
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Decision
Rump 1

Upper Back 2

Lower Back 2

Stomach 2

Chest 2

Action to Players
None

12. Effects: Disease - Removed Permanent LP Effect

Previous Rule
Disease: Causes normal damage. When called during a physical attack (sword blow, bite, etc.) it will infect the
target with Disease if their armour is breached. If caused by a magical or similar attack (alchemy, spell, etc.),
Disease will infect the target regardless of whether armour is breached. Disease causes 1 permanent LP damage
until cured as well as inciting intense and overwhelming nausea which prevents rigorous movement (running,
combat, etc.) for five minutes.

Rule Change Idea
Remove the -1 LP effect from disease and move it into other effects

Rule Team Thoughts
the effect has been moved to the wound skill instead where it felt more applicable

Decision
Disease: Causes normal damage. When called during a physical attack (sword blow, bite, etc.) it will infect the
target with Disease if their armour is breached. If caused by a magical or similar attack (alchemy, spell, etc.),
Disease will infect the target regardless of whether armour is breached. Disease incites intense and
overwhelming nausea which prevents rigorous movement (running, combat, etc.) for five minutes.

Action to Players
None

13. Effect: Wound - New Effect

Previous Rule
Wound: A vicious attack that leaves the target with a large laceration. A successful strike causes the victim to
take the damage called as well as 1 LP per minute for 5 minutes or until treated with First Aid by a
Physician. The Wound damage pauses during the First Aid count. Healing LP by other means can help the
victim survive, but does not remove the Wound effect.

Rule Change Idea
Give wound disease LP reduction instead of a small damage over time
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Rule Team Thoughts
This would act as an indirect buff to physicians who are the only ones currently that can remove a wound.  the
current version of wound was very easy to manage via other methods or just outright forget in battle.

Decision
Wound: A vicious attack that leaves the target with a large laceration. A successful strike causes the victim to
reduce their max LP by 1 until treated with First Aid by a Physician.  Healing LP by other means does not
remove the Wound effect.

Action to Players
None

14. Effect: Padded Damage - Recover to 1 LP

Previous Rule
Padded: Non-lethal damage; a person cannot be taken below 0 LP with padded damage. If knocked
unconscious with padded damage, the target will arise with 3 LP (instead of 1) after the 5-minute count. A
character cannot heal damage dealt by other types through padded damage or exceed their maximum Life Point
total.

Rule Change Idea
Have padded damage regain consciousness at 1LP instead of 3

Rule Team Thoughts
It made no sense for someone to be at 1LP to be knocked out and recover up to 3LP but the rules as written
allowed this.  It also made sense that even though padded damage was non lethal, if someone was to be knocked
unconscious they would not likely feel very good upon waking up

Decision
Padded: Non-lethal damage; a person cannot be taken below 0 LP with padded damage. If knocked
unconscious with padded damage, the target will arise with 1 LP after the 5-minute count. A character cannot
heal damage dealt by other types through padded damage or exceed their maximum Life Point total.

Action to Players
None

15. Effect:Toxin - New Effect
Previous Rule
Toxin: An attack carrying with it the promise of a slow death. If called during a physical attack (sword blow,
bite, etc.) it will infect the target with a Toxin only if their armour is breached. If caused by a magical or similar
attack (alchemy, breath weapon, etc.), Toxin will infect the target regardless of whether armour is breached.
Toxin causes the victim to feel fevered and dizzy and lose 1 Life Point every hour until cured or 1 day has
passed. While under a Toxin effect, the player cannot heal naturally, and magical and herbal healing grants half
the LP that it normally does. Only removing the Toxin or waiting for it to run its course will stop the damage
and lessened healing. The call when receiving healing while under a Toxin effect is “Half.”.

Rule Change Idea
Have toxin deal damage at the end of an encounter rather than in timed intervals

Rule Team Thoughts
Keeping track of time for a single point of damage over an hour is very difficult to not forget.  using encounters
a to trigger an effect have a clearer definition
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Decision
Toxin: An attack carrying with it the promise of a slow death. If called during a physical attack (sword blow,
bite, etc.), it will infect the target with a Toxin only if their armour is breached. If caused by a magical or similar
attack (alchemy, breath weapon, etc.), Toxin will infect the target regardless of whether armour is breached.
Toxin causes the victim to feel fevered and dizzy and lose 5 lp at the end of an encounter or 5 minutes later.
While under a Toxin effect, the player cannot heal naturally, and magical or herbal healing grants half the LP
that it normally does. Only removing the Toxin or waiting for it to run its course (1 day) will stop the lessened
healing. The call when receiving healing while under a Toxin effect is “Half.”

Action to Players
None

16. Mixture: Awakener

Previous Rule
Awakener: This simple mixture creates a small amount of sharp, foul-smelling smoke when opened. Applying
Awakener to the base of the nose of any sleeping or unconscious person cause them to instantly awake.

Rule Change Idea
Add hallucinogen to awakeners curables

Rule Team Thoughts
Didn't have any good reason not to, and felt thematically appropriate

Decision
Awakener: This simple mixture creates a small amount of sharp, foul-smelling smoke when opened. Applying
Awakener to the base of the nose of any sleeping, unconscious or hallucinating person cause them to instantly
recover.

Action to Players
None

17. Spell Lists Updates
Rule Team Thoughts
God’s Spell lists have been updated to fit with current lore and plot

Decision
Arkady: added - Remove Disease
Balaxa: added - Conjure Ice Elemental
Bard: added - Translate

new free casts - Translate, Sleep
Beldon: added - Remove Disease
Brack: added - Bind
Jerroh: added - resurrect
Kell: added - Mind Wipe, Memory Alteration

Action to Players
None
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18. Spell: Command - Instant Instead of 5 Minutes
Previous Rule
Command: This powerful charm spell allows the caster to impose one simple order into the targets mind. The target’s
mind will be warped to believe that the order is something that they really want to do and so will do their best to follow it.
The orders possible to give are: “Defend Me”, “Attack <a specific target>”, “Follow Me”, “Give me <a specific item>” or
“Go Away.”

Rule Change Idea
Have the effect of command be reduced to a single action

Rule Team Thoughts
Felt it was necessary to set clearer parameters for the spell as well as to help prevent the situation of “Thief of a
Cast member” were casting repeated uses of command would tie up Cast resources by continuously
commanding a cast member to follow or defend.

Decision
Command: This powerful charm spell allows the caster to impose one simple order into the targets mind. The target’s
mind will be warped to believe that the order is something that they really want to do and so will do their best to follow it.
The orders possible to give are: “Stop”, “Attack <a specific target>”, “Give me <a specific item>” or “Flee.”

Action to Players
None

Minor Changes to Rulebook
- Cart removed from luxuries list
- Alejandro's lore description updated
- Hellspawn references changed to Infernal Spawn
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